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Abstract 
If H is a finitely generated group, then T(h,, , h,), the Cayley graph of H with respect to 
a finite generating set {h,, . , h,}, has as vertices the elements of H. There is an edge between 
theverticesuandwofrifuh,=wforsomeiE{l,...,n}. 
Theorem. Let H be a negatively curved group. If A is an infinite quasiconvex subgroup of H (i.e. 
there is a real number E such that every geodesic in I- between points of A is within E of A) then: 
(1) A has jinite index in the normalizer of A in H. 
(2) If h E H and hAh_’ is a subset of A then hAhK’ = A. 
(3) If N is an infinite normal subgroup of H and N c A, then A hasfinite index in H. 
In a negatively curved group, infinite cyclic subgroups are quasiconvex. Hence (1) generalizes 
a theorem of Gromov’s that centralizers of elements of infinite order in a negatively curved 
group are virtually cyclic. Finitely generated free groups are negatively curved and any finitely 
generated subgroup of a finitely generated free group is quasiconvex. The special case of (3) 
where H is free and A is finitely generated is well known. 
A finitely generated group H has a word metric with respect to each finite 
generating set. If kl, . , h, generate H then T(kl, . . , A,), the Cayley graph of H with 
respect to {k,, . . , A,,}, is a l-complex whose vertices are the elements of H. There is an 
edge between vertices x and y of T(k,, . . . ,k,)ifxkj=yforsomeiE{l ,..., n}.As 
each edge of T(kl, . . . , k,) is isometric to [0, 11, the word metric on H with respect to 
{k,, . . . , k,) extends to T(kl, . . . , k,). The resultant metric on T(kl, . . . , k,) is invari- 
ant under the left action of H on T(k,, . . . , k,). A triangle of T(k,, . . . , k,) with 
geodesic sides is S-thin if each point of each side is within 6 of the union of the other 
two sides. A finitely generated group H, is negatively curved (or hyperbolic as in [6]) if 
for some (equivalently any) finite generating set {k,, . . . , k,} of H, there exists a real 
number 6 = 6 (k,, . . , k,) such that all geodesic triangles in T(hl, . . , k,) are &thin. 
The l-complex T(kl, . . . , k,) is then said to be b-thin. (See Gromov’s article [6] or one 
of the articles [2], [4] or [S] for equivalent formulations.) The concept of quasiconvex 
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subsets of a group was introduced by Gromov in [6]. A subset A of r is .+quasiconvex 
in r if for any points a, b of A, any geodesic in the graph between a and b is within E of 
A. A subgroup A of a negatively curved group H is quasiconuex in H if for some 
(equivalently any) generating set {h,, . . . ,h,}ofHthereisareals=s(hI, . . ..h.)such 
that the set of vertices A t T(hr, . . . , h,) is e-quasiconvex in T(hr, , . . , h,). Quasicon- 
vex subgroups of negatively curved groups are finitely generated and negatively 
curved. Cyclic subgroups of negatively curved groups are quasiconvex. (See [4] for 
details.) 
If A is a subgroup of a group H, then the normaEizer of A in H is NH(A) = {h E H: 
hAh- ’ = A}. Let NW+ (A) = {h E H: hAh_’ c A} and observe that A acts on the left of 
NH+(A). Our results (1) and (2) follow from an elementary lemma and a more precise 
theorem. 
Lemma 1. If A is a subgroup of a group G and A has finite index in Nz (A), then 
N,+(A) = N,(A). 
Theorem 2. Suppose A is an infinite quasiconvex subgroup of a negatively curved group 
H. Let {h,, . . . , h,) be a generating set for H, and let r be the Cayfey graph of H with 
respect to {h,, . . . , h,). Suppose r is 6- h’ t In and A c r is .+quasiconvex. Then A hasfinite 
index in N,(A). More specijcally 1 A\N,(A)( I (n(2n - l)“+” - l)/(n - 1). 
As applications one can immediately see the following well known results. 
Since any infinite cyclic subgroup of a negatively curved group is quasiconvex in 
this group, a negatively curved group contains no subgroup isomorphic to Z@Z or 
one of the Baumslag-Solitar groups (x, y: x- ’ y’x = yk) for k, I # 0. 
Finitely generated free groups are negatively curved and finitely generated sub- 
groups of finitely generated free groups are quasiconvex. Hence (3) generalizes the well 
known theorem (see [7]) that if F is free, N is an infinite normal subgroup of F and 
N c A where A is a finitely generated subgroup F, then A has finite index in 8’. 
In more general settings-automatic groups, biautomatic groups, semihyperbolic 
groups-a more general notion of quasiconvexity is defined. In each of these settings 
a quasiconvex subgroup is finitely generated. There are no analogues of our theorem 
in these settings, although in [3] it is shown that the centralizer of a finite subgroup of 
a biautomatic group is quasiconvex and hence finitely generated. Generalizations of 
this result can be found in [ 1, 8, 91. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose h E N$ (A) . Since the set {Ah’(i E Z) is finite, there exist 
il # i2 such that Ah’1 = Ah’z. Now hilPi2 E A. Let m = Ii1 - i21. We have A 2 hAhK ’ 3 
h2Ahd2 3 ... 3 h”Ah-” = A, so hAhe = A. Hence N;(A) = N,(A). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. If T is the tree with each vertex an endpoint of exactly 2n edges 
then for any vertex u of T, St’(v) ( = {t E T: d(t, u) 5 i}) contains (n(2n - 1)’ 
- l)/(n - 1) vertices. Let * be the identity vertex of r, and let p: r --f .4 be the 
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quotient map of the left action of A on r. We proceed with a proof by contradiction. 
Let K = (n(2n - l)“+‘” - l)/(n - 1) and suppose that 1 ,4\N,’ (A)1 > K. Then 
jp(N$(A))J > K and since the number of vertices of St2b’2E(p(*)) is i K, there is 
a vertex b E {.4 - St 2”‘26(p(*))} n p(N$(A)). Let /I be a geodesic in /i from p(*) to 
b=p(t),forsometENH+(A).LetBbetheliftofBto*,andletc=B(l).ThepathB”is 
geodesic and length(B) = length(b) > 2s + 26. Since p(c) = p(t) = b, we have 
CE At c A.NG(A) = N;(A) . Since CAL’ c A is infinite, there is a E A such that 
d(cac~ l, *) > 2(length(/?) + 26. Let M be a geodesic from * to cac~ ’ and y a geodesic 
from c to cu. Consider the geodesic 4-gon with sides r, F, cat- ‘F, and y in Fig. 1. 
Let 4 be a geodesic from * to cu. There is a point t on 4 such that t is within 6 of 
a point r on CY, and t is within 6 of a point u on cut- ‘/I since c(, cut- ‘p and 4 are the 
sides of a geodesic triangle. By the definition of a, u is not within 26 of b, so t is not 
within 6 off Consideration of the geodesic triangle with sides 4, f, and y gives a point 
s on y within 6 oft, and hence within 26 of r. Since A is e-quasiconvex and cut-’ E A, 
there is n, E A such that d(rz,, r) I E. Since CA is e-equasiconvex and c, ca E CA, there is 
n2 E CA such that d(n2, s) I e. Now d(ni, FZJ I 2~; + 26. Since c E NH+ (A) and n2 E CA, 
we have n2 E AC. Thus p(nJ = p(c) = b. Also, p(nI) = p(q) But if r] is a geodesic from 
n, to n2 then p(q) is a path from p(x) to b of length less than length(B), a contradiction. 
Thus 1 A\N; (A)1 I K and by Lemma 1, N;(A) = N,(A) . 
Finally we take up part (3) of our main theorem. Any infinite subgroup of 
a negatively curved group contains an element of infinite order. (See [S, Chapter 8, 
Theorem 373.) 
Say q is an element of infinite order in N. Let r be a Cayley graph of H with respect 
to some generating set containing q. As above E is the quasiconvex constant for A in r. 
Elements of infinite order in H “determine” quasigeodesics in r. So each bi-infinite 
edge path ‘/ in r, each of whose edges is labeled by q is a quasigeodesic. Quasigeodesic 
are “tracked” by geodesics, so there is a bi-infinite geodesic r and an integer M such 
that each point of y is within M of r, and each point of r is within M of y. (An 
elementary proof of this fact, due to the first author, can be found in [4, Proposit- 
ion 3.31.) 
We will show that if x is a vertex of r (i.e. an element of H) then d(x, A) 
I M + 26 + F, to complete (3). Say d(x, A) = C. 
Lemma 3. For each integer i, d(xq’, A) = C. (Here xq’ is the endpoint of the edge path 
of length Ii1 with initial point x and each edge labeled by q if i > 0 and q- ’ if i < 0.) 
Proof. Let tl be a path of length C from x to a E A. The endpoint of the path 
(a-‘, qi, a) is in A, by the normality of N. Hence d(xq’, A) I C. By symmetry 
d(xq’, A) = C. Cl 
If y is the bi-infinite edge path which passes through x such that each edge of y is 
labeled by q, then by Lemma 3 each vertex of y is of distance C from A. As each point 






p(*> b = P(C) 
Fig. 1 
of T is within M of y, it suffices to show that some vertex of z is within 26 + E of A. Each 
point of z is within C + M of A. Let y be a vertex of z and say a E A is such that 
d(a, y) I C + M. Choose z on z such that d(z, a) > 2(C + M) + 26. Choose b E A 
such that d(z, b) < C + M. As in the proof of Theorem 2 (see Fig 1) if we consider the 
geodesic 4-gon with sides geodesics between a and y, y and z, z and b and a and b, we 
see that some point of the part of T between y and z is within 26 of a point of any 
geodesic between a and b. But each point of a geodesic between a and b is within E of 
A. Hence a point of r is within 26 + E of A and we are finished. 0 
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